DELIVERING
BENEFITS TO
HEALTHCARE

ENSURE
COMPLIANCE

Ensure compliance

Built-in Data Access
Protection
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

We need to comply with laws

Use ESET’s Built-in Data Access

ESET Endpoint Security ensures

and regulations that require us

Protection. ESET Endpoint

that you comply with the

to protect data online and

Security comes with built-in

current requirements for

offline, and to secure access to

Anti-Phishing, Device Control,

inbound/outbound

that data.

Web Control, Firewall and other

communication, and secures

functionalities that cover all

your data access whether it’s

these security demands.

online or offline.

Ensure compliance

Two-factor Authentication
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

We work with sensitive, private

ESET Secure Authentication, our

Adds an ultra-secure level of

customer information and need

mobile-based two-factor, one-

data access and meets industry

to be sure that only authorized

time password (2FA OTP)

regulations (e.g. PCI-

users can access it. We also

solution, is easy to deploy, and

DSS/HIPAA), for accessing

need to comply with regulations

can be set up in just 10 minutes.

sensitive data by 2FA.

requiring two-factor
authentication.

Ensure compliance

Encryption
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

We work with sensitive, private

ESET’s encryption solution is

Meets standards for sensitive

customer information that for

easy to deploy and manage, and

and private data handling (e.g.

legal reasons needs to be

is scalable according to your

ICO, SOX, EU DPD…), but still

encrypted, but we still need to

needs.

allows that data to be shared

use and share it flexibly within
our company.

among authorized users.

Ensure compliance

Effective Reporting
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

Our regulatory authorities

Reporting: This ESET function

No-hassle security audits that

require special security reports,

generates hassle-free security

comply with the compliance

for specific compliance

audits to comply with the

requirements of your regulatory

purposes. We spend a lot of

requirements of regulatory

authorities.

time and money creating these

authorities.

reports manually. We also don't
want to show unrelated data.

LOWER COST

Lower costs

RIP & Replace
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

Migrating from one anti-

RIP & Replace. ESET Endpoint

Migration to ESET is seamless,

malware vendor to another

solutions now uninstall all

and requires minimal time and

demands a lot of time, effort

redundant anti-malware

resources.

and IT resources – it’s easier not

software during their

to switch.

installation, and endpoints are
deployed pre-set up.

Lower costs

Automation by Agent
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

We spend a lot of time on

Automation by Agent: All tasks

IT administrators’ day-to-day

repetitive day-to-day tasks. And

are run by an independent agent

tasks are minimized, saving time

our mobile workforce isn't

directly on the endpoint, even

and allowing them to focus on

always connected to the

without connectivity to ESET

more important or sophisticated

corporate network - so how can

Remote Administrator. Results

tasks.

we control security?

(logs) are then synchronized
upon connection.

Lower costs

Virtualization Support
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

We are virtualizing our network

Virtualization Support: ESET

Your VMs run faster because

and are afraid of AV storms and

Shared Local Cache prevents

ESET’s anti-malware solution

the overall performance of anti-

scanning of the same files on all

won’t slow them down. There’s

malware solutions on virtual

VMs. Moreover, an agentless

no need to upgrade your

machines (VMs).

solution is available for

hardware to offset degraded VM

platforms supporting such an

performance when running

approach.

ESET.

Lower costs

ESET License Administrator
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

Our IT budget is constantly

ESET License Administrator. Our

You get the most out of your

scrutinized, and costs need to be

new licensing administrator

licenses, with no seat wasted.

attributed accurately. But it’s

handles all licenses

Your IT department can plan

difficult to keep track of how

transparently, in one place –

and manage resources better.

many licenses we are using or if

from where you can merge,

we are paying for too many.

delegate and manage them
centrally, in real-time.

Lower costs

ESET Remote Administrator
running on Linux
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

Microsoft Client Access Licenses

The ESET Remote Administrator

There’s no longer any need to

(CALs) are expensive.

server runs on Linux, so you

pay for CALs for every client that

don’t need an MS server. ESET is

connects when you run ESET

one of only two vendors to offer

Remote Administrator on a

such a solution.

Linux sever.

Lower costs

Proxy Servers for Remote
Administration
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

Getting security logs and data

Proxy servers. No need to install

Saves money by only using the

from distant locations takes

multiple ESET Remote

number of servers you really

time and resources. Syncing the

Administrator servers as proxy

need, and by improving data

data into one database causes

servers gather and forward the

flow and reducing admin

problems with data integrity,

logs you need to aggregate

workload.

which demands yet more

security events and threat

resources.

intelligence for your company.

MOBILE
CAPABILITIES

Mobile capabilities

Built-in Data Access
Protection
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

We need to manage mobile

Built-in Data Access Protection:

Your mobile workforce’s online

workforce data access (to

ESET Endpoint Security comes

and offline communications and

websites, connections, offline

with built-in Anti-Phishing,

data stay safe all the time, even

devices) – and stricter rules than

Device Control, Web Control,

when outside your company

for in-house users.

Firewall and other

network.

functionalities to cover these
security demands.

Mobile capabilities

Two-factor Authentication
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

We need to be sure that only

ESET Secure Authentication, our

Only authorized users are able

authorized users can access our

mobile-based two-factor, one-

to access sensitive data.

systems remotely.

time password (2FA OTP)
solution, is easy to deploy, and
can be set up in just 10 minutes.

Mobile capabilities

Encryption
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

Our mobile workforce sends and

Encryption: ESET features an

ESET encryption keeps company

receives sensitive data. What if

easy to deploy and manage

data secure even if they fall into

the data were to fall into the

encryption solution, which is

the wrong hands.

wrong hands, or if a laptop were

scalable according to your

lost or stolen?

needs.

Mobile capabilities

Mobile Devices Secured
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

Our mobile workforce uses

ESET Endpoint Security for

Keep control of your devices,

company mobiles, but they must

Android allows your admins to

protect them from loss, and

remain malware-free. We also

stay in control of all your devices

shield the data they hold -

need to retain control if they go

without any need for a

immediately.

missing, and enforce company

dedicated mobile device

policies for apps.

management tool, using ESET
Remote Administrator.

